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What's New in RSA Identity Governance and Lifecycle 7.5

The following sections describe the new features and improvements in version 7.5.

Feature Highlights

Feature What’s New

Global Variables

Reduce maintenance of individual workflows and email templates using
global variables. Specify global variables centrally from Admin > System >
Global Variables and leverage them in workflows and email templates. This
allows you to keep environment-specific settings out of workflows and
develop more generic solutions.

Role Change Insights

When changes occur to role attributes through Role Reviews or edits to a
Role, change details such as changed attributes and new and previous
values are now available during approvals, providing key insights to what
changed and helping you make more (or better) informed approval
decisions.

Docker Container
Deploy RSA Identity Governance and Lifecycle as a Docker container,
simplifying deployment, management, and upgrades scenarios. See the
Installation Guide for more information.

Multi-Role Set Role Collector
Reduce the number of role data collectors using the new multi-role set
collector, which collects roles and role structures from a single source and
places the roles accordingly in the respective Role Sets.

Configurable Common/Uncommon
Analysis Thresholds

Configure the percentages used to classify user access as common and
uncommon in Access Reviews or use the default settings provided by RSA.
You can also now refresh just the Review Analytics to update any analysis
changes.

Additional Features and Improvements

Feature What’s New

Import Local Role Hierarchy
The ability to import your Local Role hierarchies, including the relationships
of other Local Roles or Collected Roles.

Trusted Application Support for
Web Services

Access Identity Governance and Lifecycle web services by creating and
specifying an application specific account that is managed within your IG&L
solution. You can now assign specific trusted applications to connect and
interact with a selectable list of RSA Identity Governance and Lifecycle Web
Services.

JSON Request and Response
Capabilities in Workflow Nodes

Now leverage JSON request and response types in the Workflow REST
Webservice node.

Collector Jars

Jars that are required for a collector can now be uploaded directly through
the Collectors > External Jars screen. Jars are stored in the database and
automatically made available to the agents that run collections. This is useful
for cases when needing 3rd party jars to access a given JDBC data source.

Workflow Jars
Jars that may be required by custom steps in your workflow can now be
uploaded directly through using the Admin -> Workflow -> Custom Code

What's New in RSA Identity Governance and Lifecycle 7.5 5
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Feature What’s New

screen. Uploaded jars are stored in the database and made available to the
workflow runtime engine.

Platform Changes

The following improvements have been made to the platform for RSA Identity
Governance and Lifecycle:

l The RSA application server has been updated to WildFly 21.
Clustering capabilities have been simplified and are now part of the
setup processes. Adding nodes to a cluster is as easy as providing
the list of nodes in the cluster now.

l The RSA-provided database component has been upgraded to Oracle
19c

l Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) Server version 8 is now supported
Operating System.

For additional information, see the Platform Support Matrix.

Role Review
The user experience for reviewing roles has been improved. It is now more
apparent when changes are saved.

6 What's New in RSA Identity Governance and Lifecycle 7.5
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Functional Changes

The following table describes changes that affect the user interface or behavior of RSA Identity Governance and
Lifecycle 7.5 as the result of fixed issues.

Account Management

Issue Description

SF-1457802

ACM-102023

During attribute synchronization, AFX had updated Active Directory with the text from
a command parameter mapping instead of the actual value.

AFX

Issue Description

SF-01683998

ACM-108522

Added a file type check to restrict importing malicious file. Also introduced new custom
setting “AFXImportValidFileFormats” to customize supported file formats based on user
requirement.

This setting can accept a string value that contains all supported file formats separated
by comma. This string value will override the default formats defined for AFX import in
the application.

Collectors, Connectors

Issue Description

SF-01697371

ACM-109133

OAuth 2.0 access token retrieval fails for endpoints which mandates the client
authentication using Authorization Header. A custom flag
“OauthUseAuthHeaderForClientAuth” is introduced.

l To generate OAuth token using Request body, custom flag should be "false"
(default). The token requests will have the credentials sent in the request body
in this case (client ID, client secret).

l To generate OAuth token using Auth header, custom flag should be "true". The
token requests will use Authorization header to send client credentials (client
ID, client secret).

The custom flag is globally used for all OAuth configurations across the application.

Database Management

Issue Description

ACM-108931
Setting the OEM database performance monitoring to NONE for RSA-provided
database. Please contact RSA Support for guidance around monitoring performance if
required.

Functional Changes 7
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Fixed Issues

The following issues were fixed in RSA Identity Governance and Lifecycle version 7.5.

Access Certification

Issue Description

SF-01642525

ACM-107271

Review generation taking a long time to finish when there are too many
monitors set on the review. The time is being taken during monitor's
authentication refresh at the end of review generation. Restricted the refresh
to required Review type objects to reduce the generation time.

SF-01676274

ACM-108412

The review filter uses the view v_accounts_to_apps_access to calculate the
"has Business Source” conditions, this view only takes entitlements and app-
roles into consideration not groups, but now view also takes Groups into
consideration.

SF-01622140

ACM-106387

Differentiated entity and attribute by showing apps in (Resource_
Type,Application) for Entity : Business Source and application.name in value
for Attribute name(application).

SF-01690051

ACM-109017

Old review comments get appended to the new one when updating review
items via webservice.

SF-01718630

ACM-109317

Filtering on integer values with less than, greater than, and other conditions
gave incorrect results in Review results. This issue has been fixed.

SF-01662679

ACM-36047

The email template variable "isReviewActionable" is no longer relevant and
has been removed.

SF-01614645

ACM-107257

Role Reviews with multiple overlapping reviewers had change request
generation issues.

SF-01664800

ACM-107930
Slowness in the By Monitor tab for User Access review.

SF-01719800

ACM-109316

Review Items do not load properly while changing the grouping among
different pages. The current page number resets if the new grouping is not
the same as the current grouping.

SF-01733580

ACM-109532

Review Definition: View All’ aveksa entitlement gave users excessive
authorization.

SF-01600526

ACM-105663

ORA-22923: amount of data specified in streaming LOB write is 0 Stored
Procedure:Generate_Review execution aborted.

SF-01625824

ACM-106415

Pop-up displayed for a deleted object in a review displays object entitlement
details for the object.

SF-01612624

ACM-105876

A role review always showed the committed state even though the latest role
definition (not committed) had been picked up in the role review. Now the
current role state is shown in the role review.

SF-01634901

ACM-107348

Role review results displayed incorrect count totals for members and
entitlements. The actual number of members and entitlements in the review

8 Fixed Issues
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Issue Description

were correct, but the total counts were incorrect. This occurred when a
member or entitlement was deleted from a local role and then added back to
the role.

SF-01621932

ACM-107137

You can now configure a group review definition to make bulk actions
available for the members and entitlements tabs in a group review.

SF-01644077

ACM-107183

In the review escalation workflow, when the review state is changed to
'Complete', the system now also changes the review state to complete.

SF-01647786

ACM-107268
Bulk actions did not work on account entitlements in an account review.

SF-01647146

ACM-107239

The product has been updated to construct a URL link to data resource
reviews and data ownership reviews. Previously only null URLs were
generated for those reviews.

SF-01649812

ACM-107362

A runtime exception prevented the ability to sign off on a group in a group
review.

SF-1587581

ACM-105533

Account names with spaces or special characters are not allowed, however
migration from earlier versions do not convert the existing data to
underscores.

SF-01641703

ACM-107119

Error message for updateReviewItems service did not display the account
name for which the same review state was requested.

Access Requests

Issue Description

SF-01713821

ACM-109163

The "Request submitted" popup does not show-up on dashboard. Added
"Toast" message utility on the dashboard display page

SF-01716556

ACM-109281

The Required selection on entitlement table is not done on indirect
entitlements preventing forms to be moved forward.

SF-01675690

ACM-108338
Revoke Request were not created when the notes exceeded 256 characters.

SF-01682920

ACM-108444

The custom attributes column order was different from the order of the
column in query. This is also fixed for the Approval > By Entitlements tab.

SF-01602353

ACM-105510

Corrected the behavior to consider all the roles involved in a bulk commit of
entitlement removals from roles while generating indirect entitlements.

SF-01677644

ACM-108394

Change request creation failed when there was more than one Provisioning
Command (Non-Visual) field in a request form.

SF-01716556

ACM-109281

Required selection on the entitlement table was not done on indirect
entitlements, which prevented forms frommoving forward.

SF-01681103

ACM-108776
Form used in the manual fulfillment node did not reflect the changes.

Fixed Issues 9
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Issue Description

SF-01620864

ACM-107197

Change request details table had reference to the role alternate name
instead of the role name.

Administration

Issue Description

SF-01659097

ACM-108350

AFX Server Memory allocation calculation was not correct in the aveksa_
server script.

SF-01713910

ACM-109223

Calendar did not open by clicking on the icon because the application tried
to create the Calendar object before the plugin was fully loaded. Added a fix
to wait for Calendar plugin to load before accessing it.

AFX

Issue Description

SF-01699911

ACM-109134
AFX gives LDAP exception if DN contains parenthesis.

SF-01631548

ACM-106803

Suppressed invalid mule warning: “We are looking into adding support for
this JDK version. Use it at your own risk.”

SF-1617504

ACM-106146

AFX was deleting an account before deleting the associated entitlements,
which caused failures. Fulfillment order is now maintained for accounts.

Agent

Issue Description

SF-01608646

ACM-105658
Remote collection agents failed with the JDKs greater than 1.8.0_191.

SF-01692931

ACM-109121
Remote Agent did not start as a service on Windows Server.

SF-01682080

ACM-108502
Added remote Agent support on windows server 2016 and 2019.

Authentication

Issue Description

SF-01650260

ACM-107456

After user authentication, the AFX menu was disabled. This occured
intermittently but when it occurred, the user had to log out and re-
authenticate.

10 Fixed Issues
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Change Requests and Workflows

Issue Description

SF-01551547

ACM-106558

Provisioning command node failed to handle concurrency gracefully.
The Retry Utils provides a consistent way to handle concurrency issue.

SF-01679789

ACM-108738

Submission Question created at application level does not display for the
group filter.

SF-01695605

ACM-108699

Email Node did not work when using Workflow Variables containing Role
ID or Role Name was handled.

SF-01690052

ACM-108922

Naming policy failed when there was an apostrophe present in the value
addressed.

ACM-108979
Mandatory text field can be left empty on "Additional Information
Request" form of Escalation WF.

SF-01701048

ACM-108902

When using the perform or reassign options under the ‘actions’ button,
a target URL was shown temporarily until the accessed page is
displayed.

SF-01698290

ACM-108957

If the success transition name is changed in Approval WF, the partial
rejection button toggling failed to work in the change item table(s). If
the changed transition name does not already have a valid translation
entry, the display name is always in caps hence comparison failed in JS
code. Fixed the JS code to use transition name always instead of the
display name of the transition so that comparison always works even
when there is no translation available for new transition name.

SF-01703524

ACM-109118

Webservice Create Change Request for Add Access errored out with
misleading Remove Access message.

SF-01709657

ACM-109172

The workflow variable ${access_request_cri_app_name} returned
incorrect value when using groups collected under applications that had
"directory for accounts" set.

SF-01648023

ACM-107478

Entitlement type was set to "Owner" instead of "Account" when a change
request was submitted via Web Services.

SF-01545096

ACM-103489

Revert Changes option was not working for both add and delete group
from role.

SF-01491959

SF-01588772

ACM-102859

Improved Change Request generation time when removing users from
roles.

SF-01667194

ACM-108015

Apostrophe in role name lead to change request with
SQLSyntaxErrorException: ORA-00907: missing right parenthesis.

SF-01642989

ACM-107552

Fixed the Intermittent deletion of SQL Queries under SQL Nodes in a
Workflow job.

SF-01659708

ACM-107801

Out of Office delegation picked removed members of a Role/Group, if a
group/role is assigned for change request approval activity and the
deleted member was Out of Office.

Fixed Issues 11
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Issue Description

SF-01631460

ACM-106683

When the Change Request description reached the maximum size, if AFX
tried to update the description it repeatedly retried and failed until the
size was reduced. AFX handles the description update within the size
limit now.

SF-01689668

ACM-108587

REST node did not have the URL encode variables used as Request
Parameters which had encoding problem whenever there was a 'space'
in the variable used in the URL that causde
java.lang.IllegalArgumentException in the logs. For example 'This is my
comment' failed but 'Thisismycomment' worked as expected. So
encoded the spaces with %20 in the URL.

SF-01689670

ACM-108588

User was not able to act on approvals and activities using web services
from workflows. Workflow admin user used to act on approvals and
activities for this scenario. Fixed the issue by allowing workflow admin
user to act on approvals and activities using web services.

SF-01679616

ACM-108691

Revert Changes workflow incorrectly called out-of-the-box Manual
Activities workflow for fulfillment.

SF-01589916

ACM-105001

Carriage Return character CHR(13) ignored when used in SQL Node
queries.

SF-01601244

ACM-105476

A REST connector within a workflow provisioning node failed to generate
a session token.

SF-01617671

ACM-106161

Large amounts of workflow data caused a numeric overflow error.
Workflows have been extended to handle this issue.

SF-01583961

ACM-105090

Purging now includes the additional unused data associated with
change requests that are waiting for dependencies.

SF-01607679

ACM-106600

Characters such as '&', '>' '<' etc. were treated differently in XML based
SOAP connectors. These characters are now encoded in input values
before the SOAP payload is created.

SF-01616073

SF-01648325

ACM-106321

Scheduled pending submission cleanup jobs failed intermittently with
error ‘ORA-02292: integrity constraint (AVUSER.FK_CRDETAIL_
DEPENDENCY_CRI_ID) violated - child record found’.

SF-01637450

ACM-107024
Email nodes now support imbedded base64 images.

SF-01622089

ACM-106777

Null pointer exceptions are now handled while workflow watch
processing of workflow job data is erased by purge schedule.

Collector

Issue Description

SF-01684759

ACM-108608

AD Collectors failed if the certificates were selected in the UI, and when
using the DNS server in the configuration with multiple domain
controllers. Each time the DNS server may give access to a different

12 Fixed Issues
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Issue Description

domain controller with a different certificate. Fixed the issue by making
the code to use default truststore determined by the app server instead
of JRE default CA certificates, and by having no certificate selected in the
UI while configuring the collectors.

SF-01654753

ACM-106577

On initialization of a Generic REST collector connection, the property key
for setting and getting the proxy credentials was ignored when it did not
match the collector settings. The property keys used to obtain proxy
settings are now synced and used during initialization.

SF-01644300

ACM-107196

In the Workday collector, when connecting to the Workday instance, the
configured proxy settings were overwritten by the latest CXF library. The
proxy settings are now retained.

SF-01626177

ACM-107584

In the CSV Account Collector, when running a test collection with an
empty CSV file, a stack overflow error was not properly handled.

SF–01657878

ACM-107746
ADC & MAADC rejection SQL is optimized for better performance.

SF-01652432

ACM-108315

When ADC and EDC collectors did not run according to schedule, they
were also not saved correctly after creation.

SF-01684759

ACM-108608

AD Collectors failed if the certificates were selected in the UI using a DNS
server with multiple domain controllers as each time the DNS server may
point to a different domain controller with a different certificate.

SF-01632854

SF-01653784

ACM-106769

In the Generic REST collector, if the mapped attribute JSONPath did not
have a value in the response then it collected the wrong value.

SF-01652047

ACM-108727

Getting com.aveksa.server.core.DuplicateNameException: Application
Role already exists when to create Pending Applicate Role.

SF-1369820

ACM-97877

AirWatch connector test failed with a timeout due to an unhandled error
when the profile value was null.

SF-01623406

ACM-106514

Duplicate resources were created when trying to match a name with a
fully qualified name.

SF-01637901

ACM-107038

The sub-select clause displayed a warning message during data
collector queries.

SF-1632854

SF-01653784

ACM-106769

The generic REST account data collector mapped attribute values to the
wrong account when the mapped attribute was null in the response.

SF-01638284

ACM-106947

While configuring LDAP collectors using SSL, LDAP server certificate host
name validation was incorrectly coded to be case sensitive.

Fixed Issues 13
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Connector

Issue Description

SF-01650192

ACM-107569

When the SOAP connector receives an empty response (one without a
Body or header), response is validated for header/envelope and the
success message is returned in the UI.

SF-01603249

ACM-105766

SSH sessions were sometimes not closed after executing commands in the
SSH connector.

SF-01590796

ACM-105183

The RESTful connector did not properly process double quotes when the
header contained content-type = application/json;charset=UTF-.

SF-01635554

ACM-106893

ServiceNow connector failed while running capabilities due to conflicts in
the Apache cxf libraries.

SF-01654753

ACM-106577

On initialization of the generic REST collector connection, the property key
for setting and getting the proxy credentials from the collector settings
did not match, causing the proxy settings to be ignored in the connection.

SF-1271097

ACM-104887

Role membership capabilities were added for AFX connectors under the
role category.

Database Performance

Issue Description

SF-01622437

ACM-106386
SQL queries were tuned by adding indexes to improve performance.

SF-01595219

ACM-105107

Security context queries have been optimized for permissions related to
role membership on large datasets.

Dashboard

Issue Description

SF-01677703

ACM-108361

Dashboard fact "System Admin: Admin Errors" showed incorrect error
count. It included deleted admin errors.

Data Collection, Processing and Management (Unification)

Issue Description

SF - 01699273

ACM-108864

User attribute change is not reflected in the UI. When a Secondary IDC
had a missing record, the user record to which it was unified too did not
get updated with the removal of attributes from the Secondary IDC.

SF-01724369

SF-01722714

ACM-109412

Unification Fails at step 7/11 with ORA-54017 error.

14 Fixed Issues
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Issue Description

ACM-109420

SF-01652739

ACM-107645

Identity and Metadata collectors showed the incorrect "Last Successful
Collection Date".

SF-01594372

ACM-105244

Improved performance of SQL involved with rendering collector Raw Data
tabs.

SF-01608086

ACM-106939
Identity Collectors were getting delayed on the change verification step.

SF-01732951

ACM-109600

Database SQL CASE statements in the collector definition caused Warning
of invalid mapping.

ACM-108605
Calculate Application Summary Counts in Indirect Relationship Processing
took longer to process when there was any change.

SF-01626177

SF-01628439

ACM-106467

Some SQL associated with collections defined as DB Type CSV failed with
java.sql.SQLException: java.lang.ClassCastException error.

SF-01605864

ACM-105803
The CSV collector failed to collect some outer left join fields.

SF-01652739

ACM-107645

Identity and metadata collectors showed an incorrect “Last Successful
Collection Date”.

Database Management

Issue Description

SF-01684806

ACM-108570
Data Purging was failing due to ORA-02292 error.

SF-01698267

ACM-108879

Unable to resumemultiple data archiving jobs in Archive Status
Suspended. Archive ID can be out of order for customers who use a RAC
database.

SF-01704089

ACM-108978

Missing translations for SUB_COMPONENT_TYPE values 'O' and 'SG' in
view PV_REVIEW_COMPONENT.

SF-01726692

ACM-109396
Data_Purging_Pkg running indefinitely in step "Purge_Custom_Tasks"

SF-01688950

ACM-108719
Database STATS running multiple times per day.

Documentation - Product

Issue Description

SF-01666427

ACM-108349

Documentation issue in the IG&L UI: Update attribute name in
userAttributeChange webservice description.

Fixed Issues 15
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Issue Description

ACM-108507
Updated Processor requirements in the ‘Hardware Requirements for the
Software Bundle’ section.

Email

Issue Description

SF-01604422

SF-01584980

ACM-106050

Email approvals from an Outlook client resulted in "reply could not be
understood" message in IG&L.

SF-01634351

ACM-106912

When editing an email template from the workflow, the HTML was
improperly sanitized of HTML head and body tags.

Installer

Issue Description

SF-01648700

ACM-107387

Database-only installation failed when the install directories were not
created with appropriate umask in place.

Metadata Import/Export

Issue Description

SF-01643554

ACM-107326

Importing rules failed if Ruleset Name and Rule Set Raw Name were
different. Importing Rule now only uses the Rule Set Raw Name as the
identifying unique ID.

SF-01643759

ACM-107325

Code failed to handle errors associated with importing deleted attribute
sync mappings.

Migration

Issue Description

SF-01672993

ACM-108181

Create Unique Index error on migration due to header_message_id being
Null for multiple rows in t_email_log table is handled.

SF-01678013

SF-01680801

SF-01688675

SF-01690672

ACM-108383

For 7.2.1, rules that involved picking global roles have been updated to
use advanced role pickers. With this, the earlier rule definitions had to be
migrated to the new format. Migration however failed when there were
special characters in the role names.

SF-01637876

ACM-106895
Migration took six hours to complete on ACM-102938.sql.

16 Fixed Issues
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Performance

Issue Description

SF.01672626,

SF-01691789

ACM-108162

Users page was very slow for Application Owners.

Reports

Issue Description

SF-01649110

ACM-107327

In Report > Charts when the Show percent values option was deselected,
the absolute number values were displayed in both preview and actual
charts without any invalid message.

Request Forms

Issue Description

SF-01634298

SF-01628151

ACM-106830

A null pointer exception observed while using multiple Provisioning
Commands (Non-Visual) is now handled.

SF-01677733

ACM-108438
Translation was missing for ‘Out of Office’ button in request forms.

SF-01679524

ACM-108388

Request form 'Next' button was grayed out when a display script was
generated for non-visual entitlement tables.

SF-01566326

ACM-106805

The URL prefix for Request Form validation url is now formed based on
user custom setting "UseURLPrefixFromRequest". If this setting is set to
true, the URL prefix will construct from the current application's request
URL. Otherwise, the prefix will fetch from Request Configuration setting
(the old behaviour). If "UseURLPrefixFromRequest" is set to true, the user
can add another custom setting 'URLPrefixPortNumber' to configure the
port number of application. If configured, this port number will be used
to form URL prefix. Otherwise, the port number will fetch from the
application's request URL.

SF-01660499

ACM-109047

Form date field did not get populated in CR for the provisioning field when
the user executed the request form in run mode but worked well when
executing the form in debug mode.

SF-01681103

ACM-108776
Form used in manual fulfillment node did not reflect the changes done.

SF-01716556

ACM-109517
Unable to select indirect entitlement using "Do not create change items".

SF-01628975 Some form filters displayed null values when a user switched from
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Issue Description

ACM-106475 ‘Advance’ to ‘Simple’ mode.

SF-1596619

ACM-105203

The request form field filter with business source picker failed after
upgrade.

Role Management

Issue Description

SF-01704789

ACM-109113

Role import "Available For Request" set to "No" by default. Updated
"Available For Request" while importing roles.

SF-01677099

ACM-109100
Import of role description creating duplicate is handled.

SF-01703587

ACM-109209
The Rejected role create in CR ended up in a committed state.

SF-01655486

ACM-107898

Role import was not using application references to resolve the group
entitlements of a role. Groups with similar names in multiple business
sources were being confused when importing roles if a similar group was
added as role entitlement.

SF-01360547

ACM-97875
Suggested Members Functionality showed multiple rows.

SF-01692039

ACM-108637

UINC/UOOC Rules were activated if there were actions on membership
rules. Otherwise, they were deactivated.

SF-01612330

ACM-107369

Business and Technical Roles did not display as part of 'Suggested' or
'Optional' entitlements on the Activity UI.

SF-01545104

ACM-103488

Revert Option has been enabled for the deleted local roles with custom flag
in place to allow the existing behavior.

SF-01635124

ACM-106884
Technical roles are visible as entitlement when roleset policy set to deny.

SF-01630063

ACM-106601

Changes to ACL role set attributes were not reflected until the user
changed the tab or reentered the page.

Rules

Issue Description

SF-01684679

ACM-108667

If the conditions of SOD rule was swapped between buckets, entries in the
T_AV_DUWV_RULE_MAP table were not getting deleted, though the
violations were moved to closed state and got inserted in the T_CLOSED_
VIOLATIONS table.

SF-01645216

ACM-107485

The "Business Owner" is replaced with "Business Unit Business Owner"
for Rule remediation node in workflow. The "Assigned Remediators"
column is now showing the respective remediator name on Violation Details
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Issue Description

dialog for all Rules pages.

SF-01684679

ACM-108489

A User Access Rule detected violations for deleted group members if the
group was part of the entitlement condition.

SF-01675465

ACM-108266

Termination Rule ignored the disabled roles and the entitlements
underneath the role while revoking access from the terminated users.

SF-01732769

ACM-109515
Rule failing with error ORA-54017

SF-01635545

ACM-107316

During SOD role processing, the error, "unable to get a stable set of rows"
sometimes occurred while populating violation data.

SF-01631765

ACM-106698

Duplicate change requests were created with Provisioning Termination
rule for the ‘Revoke Entitlements’ action if the rule ran Rule failed with
error ORA-54017.multiple times for the same user.

SF-01616192

ACM-106297

The roles 'business-role' and 'technical-role' were not listed in entitlement
modelling of the joiner/mover rule. This only occurred when the role-set
was added as an entitlement filter condition.

SF-01640766

ACM-107186

When the “Attribute Change” rule was fixed to add users, the change
request also created a "system user." The system user is no longer
created.

SF-01628372

ACM-106770

If a termination rule was triggered while a change request was being
created, the fulfilment date shown was the previous days.

Security

Issue Description

SF-01701211

ACM-108959

Uploading custom SecurityContxt.csv was not overriding default
permissions of application Backup Business Owner and failed to disable
delete button for the application.

SF-01672626

ACM-108229

In SecurityContext.csv, “Change Request,Subordinates..” has been
removed to improve performance of request page loading. Supervisors
can now view their subordinates' request details through the UI.

SF-01690410

ACM-108599

To address the vulnerability CVE-2020-13935, the tomcat version was
upgraded from apache-tomcat-7.0.104 to apache-tomcat-7.0.106.

SF-01680949

ACM-108430

'Basic Constraint' extension of aveksa_ca cert was not flagged as critical,
making the certificate non-complaint with the RFC-5280 standard. The
IHS Plugin for Websphere 8.5.5.7 and later rejected IG&L requests due to
strict enforcement of RFC-5280 standard on certificates.

System Report

Issue Description

SF-01718076
ASR failed to generate with ORA-31061: XDB error: special char to
escaped char conversion failed.
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Issue Description

ACM-109255

SF-01601909

ACM-106927

"An issue with handling encryption was encountered" error occurred
when generating ASR report.

UI

Issue Description

SF-01690332

ACM-108867

UI menu and log out button was not available for "Menus for unprivileged
users" This issue has been fixed.

SF-01706974

ACM-109059

Autocomplete enabled for sensitive HTML form fields (spider-sensitive-
form-data-autocomplete-enabled).

SF-01731776

ACM-109507

Customer was not able to see the name change on Business Source for
Multi app EDCs, when they rename "Locality" to "Application Resolution"
in the strings.properties file. Made changes to pick list of options from
strings.properties file for MAEDC and Multi Role Set Role Collector as
similar to that of MAADC.

SF-01551011

ACM-103676

Total entitlement counts were not getting updated under
Directory/Applications to include local entitlements.

SF-01638893

ACM-106994
User details were missing in the attribute sync change request.

SF-01627933

ACM-106526
Advanced search for connectors failed for connector state or status.
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Known Issues and Limitations

This section lists issues that remain unresolved as of this release. If a workaround is available, it is provided.

Tracking ID Description

ACM-107621
Issue: Members and Entitlements count in Role Review Result is not updated when
they are deleted during the review

Installer

ACM-109324

Issue: Accessing IG&L running on RHEL8 does not work if port is not explicitly
mentioned in the URL.

Workaround: To access the application on RHEL8, you must provide the port number,
for example, 'https://<ip>:8443/aveksa/main' instead of 'https://<ip>/aveksa/main'

Docker

ACM-109427

Issue: Docker: NPE is seen in during the migration.

Workaround: This error does not impact functionality and can be safely ignored.

Password Management

ACM-109543
Issue: Browser is not displaying correctly to view the password.

Role Management

ACM-109553

Issue: Revert changes creates add request for AD accounts though the remove request
is not completed yet.

Security

ACM-109690

Issue: Software bundle new installation creates Aveksa CA certificate with the same
subject DN as the server certificate for port 8444 (AFX/Remote Agent communication).

Workaround: Regenerate the certificates from UI > Admin > System > Security >
'Change Certificate Store', and then download/update server.keystore in the file system
to correctly create the Aveksa CA certificate with a proper subject DN.

Reviews,
Role Management

ACM-109803

Issue: In Role review, Review Item Comments and a History dialog box should save
comments on clicking OK.

Workaround: When comments are added to the review item, state change needs to be
performed on that item for the comments to be saved. Changed the state and then
change it back again to save the comments.

Access Certification

ACM-109812

Issue: CR is getting created but still role is not locked 'refresh issue'.

Workaround: The role is shown to be locked the next time you open the role review
wizard.
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Before You Install or Upgrade RSA Identity Governance and
Lifecycle

Depending on your system and environment, you may need to perform some of the following actions when you
install or upgrade RSA Identity Governance and Lifecycle.

l Update SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 11 deployments to SLES 12. RSA Identity
Governance and Lifecycle 7.5 does not support SLES 11. Before upgrading RSA Identity Governance and
Lifecycle running in a SLES 11 environment, you must first back up the RSA Identity Governance and
Lifecycle database and upgrade the operating system to SLES 12. For Identity Governance & Lifecycle
Hardware Appliances, RSA provides an .iso of the SLES 12 operating system for download on RSA Link.
For more information, see "Operating System Installation and Upgrade" in the RSA Identity Governance
and Lifecycle Installation Guide.

l Run the appliance updater. If your environment is a hardware or software appliance,
RSA recommends running the latest appliance updater. The appliance OS updater bundles a certified
patch set for the operating system of an RSA hardware appliance, OVA and the database on the
appliance. Downloading and running these patches closes vulnerabilities and addresses bugs. If using a
hardware appliance or software appliance with a local RSA Oracle instance, RSA recommends running
the appliance Oracle updater to update any critical Oracle patches. The appliance updater does not
patch the RSA Identity Governance and Lifecycle application. The patches are provided in a compressed
file (rsaimg_updater_<release_date>_<platform>.tar.bz2) and posted on RSA Link at
https://community.rsa.com/docs/DOC-75394. Download and apply the appliance updater patches on a
regular basis as new patches are released.

For more information, see the RSA Identity Governance and Lifecycle Appliance Updater Guide.

l Review certificate configuration if your deployment contains Active Directory collectors
that use SSL. The JRE has been upgraded to Java 8. By default, Java 8 enforces endpoint identification
on LDAPS connections to improve the robustness of the connections. After upgrading, Active Directory
collectors that use SSL that were previously able to connect might be unable to connect. View the
aveksaServer.log for details about connection failures. If this occurs, ensure that the certificate of the
host configured in the collector settings has the correct subject alternative name attributes available
that match the hostname.

l If upgrading RSA Identity Governance and Lifecycle in a WebLogic or WebSphere
environment, you must update the AVDWDB data source. Instructions are provided in the RSA
Identity Governance and Lifecycle Upgrade and Migration Guide.

l Update server.keystore and client.keystore. After you upgrade, you must update server.keystore
and client.keystore for all remote agents and AFX.

 After you perform the upgrade, do the following steps:

1. Log in to RSA Identity Governance and Lifecycle, and go to Admin > System > Security. In a
clustered environment, perform this step on the single system operations node (SON).

2. Click Change Certificate Store, and clickOK to change the root certificate and CA.

3. Click Download and save the server.keystore file to a location on your computer.
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4. Go to AFX > Servers, click Change Certificate Store, and clickOK to change the client
certificate.

5. Click Download and save the client.keystore file to a location on your computer.

6. Stop the ACM and AFX servers.

7. Copy the new server.keystore file to the location on the server where your web server reads the
keystore. For example, $AVEKSA_HOME/keystore.

8. Copy the new client.keystore file to the AFX server under <AFX-server-root>/esb/conf.

9. Update the client.keystore files from the remote agents after you download the corresponding
client.keystore from RSA Identity Governance and Lifecycle.

10. Restart the ACM and AFX servers and verify connectivity with the endpoints.
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